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Abstract 
 
There has been a noticeable shift in the relative composition of the industry in the developed countries in recent 
years; manufacturing is decreasing while the service sector is becoming more important. However, currently most 
simulation models for investigating service systems are still built in the same way as manufacturing simulation 
models, using a process-oriented world view, i.e. they model the flow of passive entities through a system. These 
kinds of models allow studying aspects of operational management but are not well suited for studying the 
dynamics that appear in service systems due to human behaviour. For these kinds of studies we require tools that 
allow modelling the system and entities using an object-oriented world view, where intelligent objects serve as 
abstract “actors” that are goal directed and can behave proactively. 
 
In our work we combine process-oriented discrete event simulation modelling and object-oriented agent based 
simulation modelling to investigate the impact of people management practices on retail productivity. In this paper, 
we reveal in a series of experiments what impact considering proactivity can have on the output accuracy of 
simulation models of human centric systems. The model and data we use for this investigation are based on a 
case study in a UK department store. We show that considering proactivity positively influences the validity of 
these kinds of models and therefore allows analysts to make better recommendations regarding strategies to 
apply people management practises. 
 
Keywords: Agent-based modelling, simulation, retail performance, management practices, proactive behaviour, 
service experience 
 
 
Introduction 
 
To understand the impact of management practices on company performance is vital for a company’s survival 
(Bloom et al. 2005). Empirical evidence affirms that both management practices and productivity measures must 
be context specific to be effective. Management practices need to be tailored to the particular organisation and 
the working environment, whereas productivity indices must also reflect a particular organisation’s activities on a 
local level to be a valid indicator of performance (Siebers et al. 2008). 
 
Often models for studying the impact of management practices on company performance are developed under 
the assumption of stability, equilibrium and linearity, whereas company’s operations are considered in reality to be 
dynamic, non-linear and complex (Larsson and Petersson 2007). Furthermore, most of these models can only be 
applied as analytical tools once management practices have been implemented, i.e. they are not very useful at 
revealing system-level effects prior to the introduction of a specific management practice. This is most restricting 
when the focal interest is the development of the system over time, as dynamic behaviour is a fundamental 
feature of many interesting real-world phenomena. Alternatively, stochastic dynamic system simulation offers 
good potential to overcome such limitations. In particular Discrete Event Simulation (DES) modelling and Agent-
Based Simulation (ABS) modelling are well suited for representing and analysing the dynamics of heterogeneous 
equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems and allow testing out different management strategies prior to their 
implementation.  
 
There has been a lot of modelling and simulation of operational management practices, but people management 
practices, for example training, empowerment and teamwork, have often been neglected. This seems a fertile 
area for research as findings suggest that people management practices significantly impact on a business’ 
productivity (e.g. Patterson et al. 1997; Rudman 2008; Birdi et al. 2008). One reason for the paucity of modelling 
and simulation of people management practices relates to their key component, an organisation’s people, who are 
often unpredictable in their individual behaviour. 
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DES is a well established simulation approach in Operational Research (OR) and has been used for more than 40 
years across a range of industries, amongst them manufacturing, travel, finance, and health (Hollocks 2006). 
Traditional DES is process oriented and therefore well suited for simulating workflow systems and investigating 
operational management practices. However, when the human element and its often unpredictable behaviour 
becomes a relevant factor for the analysis of system behaviour, as it is often the case in people centric system, 
traditional DES reaches its limits. People centric systems are systems that involve many human interactions and 
where the actors work with some degree of autonomy. Often some social aspects have to be considered as well.  
 
We are investigating the impact of people management practices on company performance in the retail sector. In 
particular we are looking at the customer-staff interactions in department stores, which can be regarded as people 
centric systems, where system restrictions regarding the process flow are limited. Therefore, traditional DES does 
not seem to be the right tool for the investigations. In ABS models however, a system is modelled “bottom up” as 
a collection of autonomous and proactive decision making entities. Each entity individually assesses its situation 
and makes decisions on the basis of a set of adaptable rules (Bonabeau 2002). This modelling approach lends 
itself particularly well for modelling people and their behaviour. It allows considering autonomy and proactiveness 
and is used in related fields such as Social Science (e.g. Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005) and Economy (e.g. 
Tesfatsion and Judd 2006) to populate stochastic simulation models with entities that represent peoples’ 
behaviour. However, these models are often very abstract, theoretical oriented and seek predominately qualitative 
answers while OR simulation models tend to be less abstract, more practical oriented, and seek often quantitative 
answers. 
 
Therefore, in an earlier paper (Siebers et al. 2010a) we proposed using a combined DES/ABS modelling 
approach to design models that allow investigating people management practices. To demonstrate the usefulness 
of such an approach we conducted a case study with a top ten UK retailer to empirically inform the modelling and 
simulation process looking at Audio & TV (A&TV) and Womenswear (WW) departments across two branches. In 
these models we used a traditional DES modelling approach to represent the workflow of the system while we 
used an ABS modelling approach to represent human behaviour and social aspects. We demonstrated that this 
combination of DES and ABS modelling approach is a useful aid for studying the impact of people management 
practices on company performance. However, during our study we identified a shortcoming in our modelling 
approach which we are investigating further in this paper. 
 
At first we used the staff rotas that we collected from the real system to define the number of staff and their roles 
(cashiers, normal service staff, or expert staff) in the simulation model. However, our validation experiments 
showed that with these settings it was impossible to get even close to the performance values observed in the 
real system. We then used an “idealised” staff rota. We kept the overall number of staff the same but changed the 
roles of some of the staff. In particular till manning was underrepresented in the original rota. However, the need 
for this “quick fix” indicates that we are not modelling the true dynamics and operational procedures of the real 
system. While we are focusing on reactive staff behaviour in our simulation model staff in the real system are 
encouraged and do act proactively, for example when there is a shortage of a particular staff type, staff members 
swap roles to help out. This is sometimes co-ordinated by a section manager but most of the time initiated by the 
staff themselves. 
 
In this paper, we investigate the impact that incorporating proactive staff behaviour into our simulation model has 
on simulation output accuracy. We want to find out if this allows us to better represent the true dynamics and 
operational procedures of the real system and therefore improves the usability and credibility of the simulation 
model. From a practitioner’s point of view we want to discover if the extra effort of adding proactivity to the 
simulation model is worth the effort, i.e. does it produce a significant improvement of simulation output accuracy 
that justifies the extra costs for data collection and modelling. 
 
In our latest simulation model we have integrated some forms of proactive staff behaviour. We have then tested 
how different levels of staff proactiveness impact on the performance output of the simulation model (i.e. service 
experience, sales, and staff utilisation). Eventually we were able to use the real rota data and receive the correct 
performance values as they appeared in the real system. Therefore, we can have much more confidence in the 
experimental results when we test new management practices for the real world system. In addition, this result 
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underpins the importance of using a combined DES/ABS modelling approach rather than a traditional DES 
modelling approach when studying people centric systems. 
 
 
Background 
 
The development of the Agent-Based Modelling and Simulation (ABMS) technology has been enormous in the 
last couple of years; however real world empirical based applications found in Business Management are still very 
sparse. This is despite the recognition of the usefulness of simulation as a decision support tool for business 
analysts and managers. 
 
 
ABMS and Business Management 
 
ABMS, with its intrinsic multidisciplinary approach, is gaining increasing attention as a problem-solving tool in the 
social sciences, particularly in economics, business, finance, and politics (Consiglio 2007) and is also on the 
advance in OR (Bonabeau 2002). It is a bottom-up modelling approach where aggregate dynamics emerge from 
the interactions of constituent components and between components and the environment (Gilbert and Terna 
2000). It provides a powerful tool to study the dynamics of equilibrium and non equilibrium systems over time and 
its outputs offer the potential to be used for explanatory, exploratory and predictive purposes (Twomey and 
Cadman 2002). Examples for business management case studies can be found in Bonabeau (2002), Twomey 
and Cadman (2002), and North and Macal (2007). 
 
 
Modelling people related management practices in OR 
 
We have found that most of the work relevant to our investigations focuses on marketing and consumer behaviour 
rather than on management practices. For example, Said et al. (2002) have created an ABS model composed of 
a virtual consumer population to study the effects of marketing strategies in a competing market context. A similar 
approach has been used by Baxter et al. (2003) who have developed an intelligent customer relationship 
management tool using ABMS that considers the communication of customer experiences between members of a 
social network, incorporating the powerful influence of word of mouth on the adoption of products and services. A 
very different facet of consumer behaviour is presented by Kitazawa and Batty (2004) and Casti (1999). Both 
study the retail movements of shoppers but at a different scale. While the first paper is concerned with movement 
in shopping centres the second focuses on movement in an individual supermarket. There are many more 
examples where ABMS has been employed to study consumer behaviours (e.g. Cao 1999; Csik 2003; Jager et al. 
2000; Baydar 2003) or entire consumer market behaviours (e.g. Vriend 1995; Twomey and Cadman 2002; Said 
and Bouron 2001; Koritarov 2004; Janssen and Jager 2001; Schenk et al. 2007). 
 
While most of the relevant papers we found do apply ABMS, there are some noteworthy exceptions. For example, 
Berman and Larson (2004) use queue control models to investigate the efficiency of cross-trained workers in 
stores. Another interesting contribution is made by Nicholson et al. (2002), who compare different marketing 
strategies for multi channel (physical and electronic) retailing, applying a traditional Belkian analysis of situational 
variables in a longitudinal study of consumer channel selection decisions. As a last example, we want to mention 
Patel and Schlijper (2004) who use a multitude of different analytical and other modelling approaches to test 
specific hypotheses of consumer behaviour. 
 
We have also found one of-the-shelf software named ShopSim (2010), which is a decision support tool for retail 
and shopping centre management. It evaluates the shop mix attractiveness and pedestrian friendliness of a 
shopping centre. The software uses an agent-based approach, where the behaviour of agents depends on poll 
data. 
 
 
Modelling proactive service behaviour in OR 
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As we have stated in the introduction of this paper we want to focus on modelling some proactive staff behaviour 
at an operational level. The OR literature does not provide any guidance on how to implement such proactive 
behaviour into a simulation model. In fact we did not find any papers that explicitly discuss the topic of proactive 
service behaviour modelling and simulation. Therefore we have been looking in the related fields of management 
and agents. In the management literature we can find some definitions of what proactive service behaviour means 
at an operational level while in the agent literature we can find some indications of what proactivity means in 
technical terms. By relating these definitions to our specific case of department store staff proactiveness we then 
come up with a strategy of modelling our proactive staff behaviour at an operational level. 
 
First, we consider the management literature to understand what proactivity means in relation to service provision. 
Rank et al. (2007) define proactive customer service as a self started, long term oriented, and persistent service 
behaviour that goes beyond explicitly prescribed requirements and proactive service performance as being 
related to an employee’s trait personal initiative, affective organisational commitment, self efficacy, task 
complexity, task autonomy, and their supervisor’s participative as well as transformational leadership. Several 
researchers, amongst them Crant (2000) and Frese and Fay (2001) have emphasised that proactive behaviour is 
different from prescribed behaviour, because the former involves long term oriented courses of self-started 
actions rather than mere responses to demand. Second, we consider how the agent community defines 
proactivity. The agent literature distinguishes between reactive strategies and proactive strategies. A reactive 
strategy triggers a response to actions as they occur while a proactive strategy triggers deliberate actions in 
anticipation of future problems (Hudson 2000). Proactive behaviour of agents is often modelled in terms of goals 
that the agents pursue (Van Riemsdijk et al. 2008). Goals have two aspects: declarative (a description of the state 
sought) and procedural (a set of plans for achieving the goal) (Winikoff et al. 2002). Now, by relating these 
definitions to our specific case, we define that our staff agents’ (declarative) goal is to provide best service by 
proactively (self started and long term oriented) balancing the different queues that appear in a department store. 
 
The importance of short waiting times for customers when requiring assistance or at the till has been emphasised 
in many papers, amongst them Bennett (1998) and Simmons (1989). In particular the till operations need to be 
running smoothly at any point in time as the till is the place where finally the money is made and it is disastrous to 
lose a customer at the last moment. However, other queues need to be observed as well to achieve high service 
quality. Well timed proactive behaviour of service staff can make a big difference to customer service satisfaction 
and therefore the success of the store. 
 
In our case study department staff is encouraged to act proactively and we believe that this has a big impact at 
the operational level and is therefore important to be modelled. In order to achieve the goal of proactively 
balancing the different queues we have decided to model a set of plans that allows normal service staff to be 
proactively helping out as cashiers if they see the need arising. There are different indicators to start (e.g. till 
queue length above critical mark and help queue length below critical mark; relation between those two queues) 
and to finish this activity (help queue length above critical mark; till queue length below critical mark). More details 
are presented later in the paper in the “Model Design and Implementation” section under “Implementation”. 
 
 
Model Design and Implementation 
 
Our approach 
 
When modelling people management practices in OR one is mainly interested in the relations between staff and 
customers but it is equally important to consider parts of the operational structure of the system in order to enable 
a realistic evaluation of system performance and service experience. Therefore, we have decided to use a 
combined DES/ABS modelling approach. We model the system itself using a DES modelling approach while we 
model the people within the system using an ABS modelling approach (Siebers et al. 2010b). A queuing system 
will be used for representing the operational structure of the system while the people within the system will be 
modelled as a heterogeneous population of autonomous entities (agents) in order to account for the stochasticity 
caused by human decision making. This will also allow us to consider the long term effects of service quality on 
the decision making processes of customers, an important component for designing a tool for studying people 
centric system. The application of a combined DES/ABS modelling approach has been proven to be quite 
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successful in areas like manufacturing and supply chain modelling (e.g. Parunak et al. 1998; Darley et al. 2004) 
as well as in the area of modelling crowd movement (e.g. Dubiel and Tsimhoni 2005). 
 
When modelling people inside a system it is important to consider that there are differences in the way ABMS is 
applied in different research fields regarding their empirical embeddednes. Boero and Squazzoni (2005) 
distinguish between three different levels, amongst others characterised by the level of empirical data used for 
input modelling and model validation: case-based models (for studying specific circumscribed empirical 
phenomena), typifications (for studying specific classes of empirical phenomena) and theoretical abstractions 
(pure theoretical models). While case based models use empirical data for input modelling as well as model 
validation theoretical abstractions use no empirical data at all. Social Science simulation applications tend to be 
more oriented towards the bottom end of this scale (theoretical abstractions) OR applications are usually located 
at the top end (case based). This implies that there is also a difference in knowledge representation and in the 
outcome that the researcher is interested in. In Social Sciences it is common to model the decision making 
process itself (e.g. Rao and Georgeff 1995) and the focus of attention on the output side is on the emergence of 
patterns. On the other hand in OR applications the decision making process is often represented through 
probabilities or simple if-then decision rules collected from an existing real system (e.g. Schwaiger and Stahmer 
2003; Darley et al. 2004) and the focus on the output side is on system performance rather than on emergent 
phenomena (e.g. detection of behavioural patterns). As we are studying a people centric service system, we have 
added some additional measures to assess how people perceive the services provided, besides the standard 
system performance measures. 
 
 
Choice of case study systems 
 
To test the applicability of using a combined DES/ABS modelling approach for studying the impact of people 
management practices on retail performance we conducted a case study. This case study involved four 
departments across two branches of a leading UK retailer. We have chosen two very different types of 
departments in order to make sure that our results regarding the application of people management practices are 
applicable for a wide variety of departments. We collected our data in the A&TV and the WW department of the 
two case study branches, which differ substantially, not only in their way of operating but also their customer base 
and staffing setup. 
 
The two departments can be characterised as follows. In the A&TV department the average customer service 
times is much longer, the average purchase is much more expensive, the likelihood of customers seeking help is 
much higher, the likelihood of customers making a purchase after receiving help is lower, the conversion rate 
(likelihood of customers making a purchase) is lower, and the department tends to attract more solution 
demanders and service seekers. The terminology is explained later in this section under “Implementation”. In the 
WW department the average customer service times is much shorter, the average purchase is much less 
expensive, the likelihood of customers seeking help is much lower, the likelihood of customers making a purchase 
after receiving is much higher, the conversion rate is higher, and the department tends to attract shopping 
enthusiasts 
 
 
Model design 
 
During our conceptualisation process we have gathered information about the departments and their operations, 
developed some agent templates and created the environment in which the agents exist and interact. Needless to 
say that these steps have not been consecutive and that there have been many iteration loops during this phase. 
 
The case study work involved extensive data collection techniques, spanning: participant observation, semi-
structured interviews with team members, management and personnel, completion of survey questionnaires on 
the effectiveness of retail management practices and the analysis of company data and reports. Research 
findings were consolidated and fed back (via report and presentation) to employees with extensive experience 
and knowledge of the four departments in order to validate our understanding and conclusions. This approach has 
enabled us to acquire a valid and reliable understanding of how the real system operates, revealing insights into 
the working of the system as well as the behaviour of and interactions between the different actors within it. 
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During our data collection phase we have collected two kind of data; global data about the processes embedded 
in the system (e.g. staffing levels, queue lengths, and customer mix) and individual oriented data about the 
behaviour of people (e.g. the different states customers and staff can be in, the time customers and staff spend in 
these states, and the likelihood of decisions). 
 
For the conceptual design of our agents we have used state charts. Such a state chart shows the different states 
an entity (in our case a person) can be in and defines the events that cause a transition from one state to another. 
This is exactly the information we need in order to represent our agents at a later stage within the chosen 
simulation environment. 
 
As an example Figure 1 represents the state chart for customer agents. Boxes represent states and arrows 
transitions. The customer state chart has an “entering” and a “leaving” state which symbolise a customer agent 
entering or leaving the store. In the centre is the “contemplating” state, a dummy state that links all other states. 
From the dummy state all customer activities can be initiated (browsing, queuing at till, seeking help, and seeking 
refund). While some activities (e.g. browsing) require only one step to be completed others (e.g. paying) require 
several steps to be completed successfully. However, all of the multi-step activities can be interrupted and the 
customer can go back to the contemplating state to start with another action or leave the store. Transitions 
happen either after a time-out (e.g. “browsing”) or when certain conditions are met (e.g. leave “queuing for help” 
when staff available). The transition rules have been omitted here to keep the chart comprehensible. They are 
explained in more detail later in this section under “Implementation”. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Conceptual state chart for a customer agent 
 
We have found this graphical representation also very useful for the agent concept validation process because it 
is easier for an expert in the real system (who is not an expert in ABMS) to quickly take on board the model 
conceptualisation and provide useful validation of the model component structures and content. 
 
An important remark about the order in which a customer is going through the different states within the customer 
state chart is that there is a logical order to events. Some of this order has been expressed with single- and 
double-headed arrows whereas others would have been difficult to express in the graph directly without losing the 
concept of the connecting contemplating state. For example, a customer would not be queuing at the till to buy 
something without having browsed for an item first. Therefore, the preceding event for a customer queuing at the 
till is to browse and then pick up the item s/he wishes to purchase. These rules have been considered later in the 
implementation. 
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There are two different sets of performance measures that should be considered for evaluating the performance 
of people centric systems: service performance and productivity/profitability. While there are many direct objective 
measures for evaluating productivity and profitability, there are no direct objective measures for evaluating service 
performance, as this is a question of how the individuals perceive the service given and provided (Parasuraman et 
al. 1988). Therefore, in general service performance measures are based on subjective opinions of customers 
and staff, and difficult to be produced as an output of a simulation model.  
 
A measure that provides some information about service performance is service experience. Here we propose a 
novel way of estimating service experience based on the waiting times for each individual service requested 
during a single visit. Furthermore, customer type and previous shopping experiences influence the time people 
are prepared to wait and therefore the chances of leaving the store with a positive shopping experience, even if it 
is crowded and people have to queue for a substantial amount of time. 
 
In order to be able to estimate service experience we introduce a service level index using satisfaction weights. 
This allows a customer’s service experience to be recorded throughout the simulated lifetime of the customer. The 
idea is that certain situations might have a bigger impact on service experience than others, and therefore weights 
can be assigned to events to account for this. Applied in conjunction with an ABMS approach, we expect to 
observe interactions with individual customer differences; variations which have been empirically linked to 
differences in service experience (e.g. Simon and Usunier 2007). This helps the analyst to find out to what extent 
customers underwent a positive or negative shopping experience and it also allows the analyst to put emphasis 
on different operational aspects and try out the impact of different strategies. 
 
As an example, Figure 2 shows the implementation of the “help” loop of the customer state chart. Here, rounded 
rectangles represent states, arrows transitions, circles with a B inside branches, and numbers represent the 
satisfaction weights. Assuming that a customer needs help, s/he would transit into a “seek help” state. In this state 
s/he will be looking for service staff. After some time has passed s/he has either found a staff member that can 
help (positive experience, satisfaction score) or has to wait for customer service as no staff member is available 
(negative experience, satisfaction score). In this case the customer has to join the queue. In particular in peak 
times service queues can be quite long in service intensive department like A&TV. For some customers the 
waiting time might be too long and they leave the queue after a certain amount of time. This situation often results 
in the perception of having wasted a lot of time and not received any service, which is a very negative experience 
and therefore this situation is linked to a high negative satisfaction score. This customer would leave the “help” 
loop with a satisfaction score of -2 -4 = -6. If someone is served immediately, the overall satisfaction score for the 
“help” loop would be +2 +2 = 4. Someone who has to wait but receives the required service in the end will leave 
wit a neutral score of -2 +2 = 0. The same scoring systems but with different satisfaction weights are in place for 
all the other loops (“pay” and “refund”) of the customer state chart. The final satisfaction score for a department 
store visit is calculated by summing up all the individual scores from that particular visit. 
 
 
Figure 2: The “help” loop implementation of the customer agent state chart 
 
Each customer agent stores two different satisfaction scores. The first score (accumulated history) considers the 
shopping history of the agent and adds or subtracts the absolute score from the current shopping experience to 
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the historic score calculated from all the previous experiences. The second score (experience per visit) records if 
the current shopping experience has been positive, neutral or negative, and counts the overall number of positive, 
neutral and negative experiences. 
 
The values we are using for the satisfaction weights are based on a customer survey we have conducted in our 
case study departments. We asked the customers how important prompt service is to them for the different 
services they would request (help, pay, or refund) and how a delay would influence their satisfaction. The survey 
results indicate that customers are more patient when they have to wait for pay and refund compared to when 
they have to wait for help. Therefore, the values of the satisfaction weight are higher in the “help” loop compared 
to the “pay” and “refund” loop.  
 
A key aspect to consider is that the most interesting system outcomes evolve over time and many of the goals of 
the retail company (e.g., service standards) are planned strategically over the long-term. Consumer decision 
making, and consequently changes in the behaviour of customers over time, are driven by an integration of each 
consumer’s cognitive and affective skills (Hansen 2005). At any given point in time a customer’s behaviour, as the 
product of an individual’s cognitions, emotions, and attitudes, may be attributable to an external social cue such 
as a friend’s recommendation or in-store stimuli (Tai and Fung 1997), or an internal cue such as memory of one’s 
own previous shopping experiences (Youn and Faber 2000). 
 
We use a finite population of customer agents (customer pool) to study the perception of service and customer 
behaviour changes due to changes in service quality. In our model we currently only consider internal influences. 
Each of our customer agents is equipped with a long-term memory and can adapt its preferences and behaviours 
over time through internal stimulation triggered by memory of one’s own previous shopping experiences. 
 
So how does it all fit together? An overview of our conceptual department store model including all types of 
entities and their interactions is presented in Figure 3. To explain the figure and clarify how the different entities 
interact with each other and how the overall system works we now present a step-by-step walk-through. 
 
In the beginning of each simulation run a new customer pool is created that usually contains a large population of 
heterogeneous customer agents which are equipped with a long term memory influencing their decision making 
process. The size of the customer pool can be defined through a setup parameter before the execution. After 
being created the customers remain in a resting state. Also, a staff pool is created that contains the staff of 
different types and different levels of expertise according to the requirements of a weekly rota. The size of the 
staff pool depends on the highest number of staff required on an individual day. There can be different amounts of 
staff at week days and weekends. After being created the staff members also remain in a resting state. 
Throughout the simulated opening hours customers are activated at random with an inter-arrival time according to 
hourly customer arrival rates. While customers are picked dynamic throughout the day staff members are picked 
only once at the beginning of the day. Once picked, staff members go immediately in a waiting state, i.e. waiting 
to be addressed by a customer via a signal (asking for some kind of service). 
 
Once a customer has entered the department s/he will be in the contemplating state. This is a dummy state and 
represents the reality of an individual thinking through their behavioural intentions prior to acting (Ajzen 1985), 
regardless of whether the department visit will result in a planned or unanticipated purchase (Kelly et al. 2000). 
Even when a particular purchase is planned, the consumer may change their mind and go for a substitute 
product, if they buy at all.  S/he will probably start browsing and after a certain amount of time, s/he may require 
help, queue at the till or leave the shop. If the customer requires help, s/he considers what to do and seeks help 
by looking for a staff member (i.e. sending a signal to the staff members on duty for that day that s/he wants help) 
and will either immediately receive help if a staff member of the right type and right level of expertise is available 
(in waiting state) or wait for attention. If no staff member is available, s/he has to join a queue and wait for help. If 
the queue moves very slowly it could happen that s/he gets fed up waiting or runs out of time and leaves the 
queue prematurely (an autonomous decision). This does not mean necessarily that s/he will not make a purchase. 
Sometimes customers would still buy the item even without getting the advice they were seeking. Another reason 
why a customer might come into the department is to ask for a refund. From an organizational point of view the 
refund process is very similar to the help process. The difference is that the refund process will take place at the 
till. This might affect till waiting times, if authorisation by management is required but management is not available 
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immediately. After the refund process is concluded the customer will either continue shopping (i.e. start browsing) 
or leave the department. 
 
STORE
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Figure 3: Conceptual department store model 
 
Once a customer has finished shopping s/he will leave the department and evaluate her/his shopping experience. 
Whether the shopping experience has been positive or negative will influence the level of patience during the next 
visit. After this reflective form of behaviour a customer will go back into resting state until reanimated by being 
randomly picked for the next shopping trip. 
 
Staff members can do more than just respond to the signals sent by customers. They can behave proactively by 
approaching customers and offering services (by sending an invite signal). This can for example happen when 
they notice that the queue at the till get very long or they might offer help in a role that is different to their assigned 
role (i.e. an expert staff can offer to help out as a normal service staff member or a section manager if there is a 
need for it). When a staff member has finished serving a customer and in defined intervals (based on 
observations we made in the case study departments) staff will evaluate the state of the system (around them) 
and respond if they see an opportunity to improve the customer experience by reducing waiting times either for 
customers seeking help, waiting to pay or waiting for refund. If a staff member decides proactively to open a new 
till it will stay open for a while, if expert staff help out as normal service staff it can be a one-off solution. This is 
close to what we observed in the real system where it would look bad to customers if a cashier would close a till 
even though the situation of the system (the queue length) remains beyond a reasonable length, while the number 
of staff providing advice is usually not observed actively, so after helping out once a staff member might focus 
again on his/her primary role. 
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Implementation 
 
We have implemented our conceptual department store model in AnyLogic™ v5.5. AnyLogic is a Java™ based 
multi-paradigm simulation software (XJTEK 2005) that supports the development of combined DES and ABS 
models based on state charts and some java code. It allows replacing passive objects typical for DES models with 
active objects (or agents), which we have used to represent the actors of the real world system. 
 
In this subsection we will give a brief overview of how we implemented the concepts described above. However, 
as the focus of this paper is proactive staff behaviour this will be the main topic here. Some details about other 
aspects of the implementation can be found elsewhere; the base model is described in Siebers et al. (2009) and 
the implementation of the customer pool is described in Siebers et al. (2010a). 
 
First, we look at knowledge representation. Often agent logic is based on analytical models or heuristics and in 
the absence of adequate empirical data theoretical models are used. We have taken a different approach and 
used frequency distributions for determining state change delays and probability distributions for representing the 
decisions made as statistical distributions are the best format to represent the data we have gathered during our 
case study due to their numerical nature. In this way, we have created a population with individual differences 
between agents, mirroring the variability of attitudes and behaviours of their real human counterparts. 
 
Our frequency distributions are modelled as triangular distributions supplying the time that an event lasts, using 
the minimum, mode and maximum duration. We have chosen triangular distributions here as we have only a 
relatively small sample of empirical data and a triangular distribution is commonly used as a first approximation for 
the real distribution (XJTEK 2005). The values for our triangular distributions are based on our own observation 
and expert estimates in the absence of numerical data. We have collected this information from the two branches 
and calculated an average value for each department type, creating one set of data for A&TV and one set for 
WW. Table 1 lists some sample frequency distributions that we have used for modelling the A&TV department 
(the values presented here are slightly amended to comply with confidentiality restrictions). The distributions are 
used as exit rules for most of the states. All remaining exit rules are based on queue development, i.e. the 
availability of staff. 
 
Situation Min. Mode Max.
Leave browse state after … 1 7 15
Leave help state after … 3 15 30
Leave pay queue (no patience) after … 5 12 20
 
 
Table 1: Sample frequency distribution values 
 
The probability distributions are partly based on company data (e.g. conversion rates, i.e. the percentage of 
customers who buy something) and partly on informed guesses (e.g. patience of customers before they would 
leave a queue). As before, we have calculated average values for each department type. Some examples for 
probability distributions we used to model the A&TV department can be found in Table 2. The distributions make 
up most of the transition rules at the branches where decisions are made with what action to perceive (e.g. 
decision to seek help). The remaining decisions are based on the state of the environment (e.g. leaving the 
queue, if the queue does not get shorter quickly enough). 
 
Event
Someone makes a purchase after browsing
Someone requires help
Someone makes a purchase after getting help
Probability of event
0.37
0.38
0.56
 
 
Table 2: Sample probabilities 
 
The complete set of the frequency and probability distributions used in the simulation model is provided together 
with the source code (Siebers 2010). We have also gathered some company data about work team numbers and 
work team composition, varying opening hours and peak times, along with other operational and financial details 
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(e.g. transaction numbers and values) some of which we have used as input data for our model (e.g. work team 
composition) and some of which we have used to validate our model against (e.g. transaction numbers). 
 
Second, we look at the implementation of customer types. In real life, customers display certain shopping 
behaviours that can be categorised (Reynolds and Beatty 1999). Hence, we defined customer types to create a 
heterogeneous customer base, thereby allowing us to test customer populations closer to reality. We have 
introduced five different customer types: shopping enthusiasts, solution demanders, service seekers, disinterested 
shoppers and internet shoppers. The first three customer types have been identified by the case study 
organisation as the customers who make the biggest contribution to their business, in terms of both value and 
frequency of sales. In order to avoid over-inflating the amount of sales that we model we have introduced two 
additional customer types, which use services but often do not make a purchase (e.g. internet shoppers ask for 
advice in store, but buy on the internet). The definition of each customer type is based on the customer’s 
likelihood to perform a certain action, classified as either: low, moderate, or high, as given in Table 3. With help of 
the department managers of the participating case study departments we were then able to define the typical 
customer population of the different department types. These are as follows: WW customers can best be 
represented as 80% shopping enthusiast and 20% disinterested shoppers while A&TV customers can best be 
represented as 5% shopping enthusiasts, 40% solution demanders, 40% service seekers, 5% disinterested 
shoppers and 10% internet shoppers. 
 
buy wait ask for help ask for refund
Shopping enthusiast high moderate moderate low
Solution demander high low low low
Service seeker moderate high high low
Disinterested shopper low low low high
Internet shopper low high high low
Likelihood toCustomer type
 
 
Table 3: Definitions for each type of customer. 
 
We have developed two algorithms to imitate the influence of the customer type attributes (likelihood to perform a 
certain action) on customer behaviour. They have been implemented as methods that are invoked when defining 
the state change delays modelled by frequency distributions, and when supporting decision making modelled by 
probability distributions. Basically these methods define new threshold values for the distributions based on the 
likelihood values mentioned above. Figure 4 shows as an example the pseudo code for the probability distribution 
threshold correction algorithm. If the customer is a shopping enthusiast and is about to make the decision whether 
to make a purchase or to leave the department directly a corrected threshold value (probability) for this decision is 
calculated. For this calculation the original threshold of 0.37 (Table 2) is taken into account and, for a shopping 
enthusiast where there is a high likelihood to buy (Table 3), the corrected threshold value is calculated as follows: 
0.37+0.37/2 = 0.56. Consequently the likelihood that a shopping enthusiast proceeds to the checkout rather than 
leaving the department without making any purchase has risen by 18.5%. 
 
 
for (each threshold to be corrected) do  { 
   if (OT < 0.5) limit = OT/2 else limit = (1-OT)/2 
   if (likelihood = 0) CT = OT – limit 
   if (likelihood = 1) CT = OT 
   if (likelihood = 2) CT = OT + limit 
} 
 
where: OT = original threshold 
 CT = corrected threshold 
 likelihood: 0 = low, 1 = moderate, 2 = high 
 
 
Figure 4: Pseudo code for the probability distribution threshold correction algorithm 
 
Third, we look at the implementation of staff proactiveness. During our case study we were told by the department 
managers that staff are encouraged to act proactively and we also observed proactive behaviour on the shop 
floor. For example when there is a shortage of a particular staff type staff members would swap roles to help out. 
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While the traditional DES approach only supports the modelling of reactive behaviour a combined DES/ABS 
modelling approach supports the modelling of reactive and proactive behaviour (as each agent has its own threat 
of execution). In this paper we want to demonstrate the benefits of this capability and we have therefore 
implemented some of the proactive work routines that we have observed in the real system. 
 
As argued earlier in the “Background” section under “Modelling proactive service behaviour in OR” the most 
important proactive staff behaviour is that non-cashier staff does open and close tills proactively, depending on 
demand (i.e. length of till queues) and staff availability. However, there are several rules in form of task priorities 
that need to be considered before non-cashier staff members can either start or stop helping out as a temporary 
cashier. These are: 
 
• Priority 1: continue as temporary cashier unless a stop strategy (see below) has come true 
• Priority 2: if expert staff, help out as section manager (might be required for refund process) 
• Priority 3: if normal service staff or expert staff, help out as temporary cashier 
• Priority 4: if expert staff, help out as normal service staff 
• If none of these is applicable, wait for a given time and then check again if role swap is required 
 
The pseudo code for implementing this proactive staff behaviour is presented in Figure 5. There are three 
different stop strategies that allow temporary cashiers to swap back to their standard roles. A parameter that can 
be defined in the model setup defines which strategy is to be used. Using the first strategy a temporary cashier 
swaps back once he has served a predefined number of customers. Using the second strategy a temporary 
cashier swaps back once the queue has reached a predefined critical length. The third strategy is a combination 
of both, where a temporary cashier swaps back once he has served a predefined number of customers or once 
the queue has reached a predefined critical length, whatever happens first. 
 
 
if staff is a temporary cashier { 
  if one of the active proactive stop strategies has come true { 
    // close down checkout 
    change current staff type (cashier) to original staff type (expert or normal) and maintain staff counters 
  } 
} 
if staff is expert { 
  if expert is required to help out as section manager { 
    // help out as section manager 
    invite customer from section manager queue 
    exit sub 
  } 
} 
if normal service or expert staff is required to help out as temporary cashier { 
  if there is enough staff to cope with their original task { 
    if the maximal number of tills is not already open { 
      if the queue at each check out is of critical length { 
        // open new checkout 
        change original staff type (expert or normal) to staff type cashier and maintain staff counters 
      } 
    } 
  } 
} 
// serve in original staff type (expert, normal, cashier) or new assigned one (cashier) 
invite customers from the appropriate queue (expert, normal, or cashier) 
if successful, exit sub 
if expert staff { 
  // help out at normal service staff queue 
  invite customers from normal service staff queue 
  if successful, exit sub 
} 
If no temporary cashier is required (cashier queue empty) { 
  // close down checkout 
  change current staff type (cashier) to original staff type (expert or normal) and maintain staff counters 
  // check again if released staff is required to work as section manager or in his/her own staff type role 
  if staff is expert { 
    if expert is required to help out as section manager { 
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      // help out as section manager 
      invite customer from section manager queue 
      exit sub 
    } 
  } 
  invite customers from the appropriate queue (expert, normal, or cashier) 
  if successful, exit sub 
  if expert staff { 
    // help out at normal service staff queue 
    invite customers from normal service staff queue 
    if successful, exit sub 
  } 
} 
 
 
Figure 5: Pseudo code for proactive staff behaviour implementation 
 
As we want to analyse the impact of different proactive staff strategies on system performance and service 
experience in our experiments, we have parameterised the setting for proactive staff involvement so that they can 
be defined in the model setup. Overall we have six parameters. The first two define the values for the stop 
strategies, the third defines the minimum number of staff required to cope with the standard task of a potential 
temporary cashier and therefore controls the maximum number of staff of a certain type that can swap at the 
same time, the fourth defines the maximum number of tills physically available, the fifth defines which of the three 
stop strategy is to be used for the experiment, and the sixth defines the mean time between two checks if a role 
swap is required. The default settings for these six “proactivity” parameters are as follows: 
 
• P1: Maximum number of customers to serve as a temporary cashier: 10 
• P2: Critical queue length for opening/closing additional tills: 3 (opening); 2 (closing) 
• P3: Minimum number of staff required to cope with original task: 2 
• P4: Maximum numbers of open tills: 4 (A&TV); 6 (WW) 
• P5: Stop strategy: Stop service as temporary cashier when P1 or P2 has been reached 
• P6: Check if support at the till is needed every 2 minutes (random checks are switched off!) 
 
Finally, we look at the implementation of new performance measures. Besides the service performance measures 
we have described earlier in this section under “Model design” we have added two utilisation performance 
measures and some statistics. These help us to understand whether the staff team’s composition is effectively 
meeting the demands placed on it by customers but also give us an insight into the level of proactivity occurring in 
the simulated system. While the first performance measure collects the staff utilisation (for studying the 
effectiveness of staff team composition) the second measure looks at busy times of staff in their different roles (for 
studying the level of proactivity). Finally we collect some statistics on how often staff are changing their roles and 
how long they stay in these non-standard roles. Utilisation performance measures are recorded as weekly 
averages. 
 
The staff utilisation measure collects statistics on what staff are employed as (the staff type as defined by the rota) 
and not what they are actually doing (staff role as defined by proactivity), i.e. even if normal staff are helping out 
as cashiers the busy time will be counted towards the normal staff utilisation measure. This is the standard way of 
collecting utilisation data. It is calculated by taking the average busy times of the staff members of a specific staff 
group (cashiers, normal service staff, and expert staff) and dividing this value by the sum of the idle and busy 
times of the staff members of this specific staff group (considering only the working hours). 
 
The busy times by role measure collects some information about how much time the staff members spend in the 
different roles (as cashiers, normal service staff, and expert staff). Together with the statistics on how often staff 
are changing their roles and how long they stay in these non-standard roles it provides a measure for the level of 
proactivity initiated by the different settings of the six “proactivity” parameters mentioned above. 
 
In order to make the simulation model outputs more meaningful for managers we have added some monetary 
performance measures. As such measures are context-specific and vary by sector we have made our selection of 
productivity and profitability measures to be considered by looking at the appropriate literature (e.g. Sellers-Rubio 
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and Mas-Ruiz 2007; Crespi et al. 2006; Griffith and Harmgart 2005). Our chosen monetary performance 
measures include: overall staff cost per day, sales turnover, sales per employee, sales per employee hour 
worked, net profit per employee, and net profit per hour worked. 
 
 
Verification and Validation 
 
While verification is conducted only during the model development phase validation is a process that is conducted 
throughout a simulation study life cycle (from defining the objectives of the study right through to implementing the 
proposed changes). For our verification and validation process we have used a framework proposed by Robinson 
(2004). Although this framework has been designed for DES studies and we conduct a combined DES/ABS study 
it is applicable as our agents are embedded in an operational structure and therefore the overall system behaviour 
(macro behaviour) does not emerge merely from the interaction of the micro entities as it is the case in a genuine 
ABS model (Pourdehnad 2002). In our case, the system behaviour primarily stems from the flow of the entities 
through the system which in our case is influenced by the reactive and proactive behaviour of the entities itself. 
Therefore we are able to validate our model qualitatively and quantitatively at the micro and macro level. 
 
The verification and validation process proposed by Robinson (2004) comprises conceptual model validation, data 
validation, white box (micro) validation, black box (macro) validation, experiment validation, solution validation, 
and verification. First, to ensure that the content, assumptions and simplifications of our conceptual model are 
sufficiently accurate for the purpose at hand we have discussed our state charts, pseudo code, assumptions and 
simplifications with some of the employees of the case study departments that have extensive experience and 
knowledge of the operational and behavioural aspects of the case study system. At the same time, we have 
asked them to take a look at the collected data and confirm that they are in line with what they would have 
expected. In addition by conducting some cross-checks we made sure that our secondary data is reliable. After 
implementing our conceptual model we thoroughly verified our simulation model by checking the source code for 
bugs and by checking that all algorithms have been implemented properly. Next we conducted white-box 
validation, where we compared the content of the simulation model (at the micro level) to the real world system, to 
make sure that our agents represent their real world counterparts in sufficient accuracy for the purpose at hand 
and on the other hand that all operational processes (queuing, customer/staff engagement, etc.) represent the 
real world processes in sufficient accuracy for the purpose at hand. 
 
As we stated in the introduction of the paper when we performed our black-box validation (macro check of the 
simulation model’s operation) with the previous version of this model we encountered some problems with model 
validity and we used a “quick fix” to get simulation model outputs that match with the performance data we 
collected from the case study departments. We have now introduced a new mechanism (staff proactiveness) to 
overcome these validity problems and it is the purpose of the experiments in the next section to repeat the black-
box analysis to confirm that our new mechanism has solved the problem and therefore eliminated the need for a 
“quick fix”. In the next section we also do some experiment validation (sensitivity analysis) to gain some insight 
into the sensitivity of the parameters that we use to control the level and form of proactiveness that we want to 
investigate. 
 
With regards to the validity of our experimental parameters (run length, number of replications) which is part of the 
experiment validation, we can safely use the values that we determined for the previous version of this simulation 
model (Siebers et al. 2010a) as our experimental framework has not changed. Finally, solution validation does not 
apply here, as we have as yet not investigated any specific managerial problems for the client and therefore no 
solution or recommendations have so far been implemented. 
 
 
Experimentation 
 
There are different reasons for model execution: validation and sensitivity analysis (summarised as validation 
experiments) and system operation experiments and system optimisation experiments (summarised as system 
experiments). While the first two are concerned with model operation (comparing the model to the real system 
behaviour) the latter two are concerned with system operation (working on a fictive system). In this paper we 
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present a series of validation experiments we have conducted to test the new features of our simulation model. 
While the first experiment is concerned with model validity the second experiment is a calibration exercise and a 
sensitivity analysis in one. A copy of the simulation model configured with the standard set-up values that we used 
for the experimentation is available online (Siebers 2010). 
 
During the experimentation we used the same set-up values for our simulation model input parameters (one set 
for the A&TV department and one for the WW department) and varied only the values of the experimental 
variables. Department-specific parameters include things like staffing level, service times, and the composition of 
the customer pool. During simulation execution we use average values for opening hours and footfall. Each of the 
simulation runs simulates a period of 52 weeks. Although on a first view the system looks like a terminating 
system one needs to keep in mind that the entities are equipped with a long term memory and therefore we need 
to simulate more than just a single day per simulation run. We conducted 20 replications for each model 
configuration, using the confidence interval method with a 95% confidence interval proposed by Robinson (2004) 
to ensure that the number of replications would be sufficient. In fact, the required number of replications turned 
out to be much lower (only two), but as the simulation runs very quickly we decided to conduct more runs to 
reduce the variance of the simulation outputs. 
 
 
Experiment 1: Empirical validation 
 
Our first experiment is a validation experiment. We conduct a comparison study, testing the model with and 
without our new staff proactiveness features and with different staffing levels. Furthermore, we test our new 
performance measures. In broader terms, we want to learn how the dynamics of the simulation model have 
changed due to the addition of the staff proactiveness features, if our new utilisation performance measures will 
be able to give us some useful information to better understand these dynamics, and finally, if our new 
productivity and profitability performance measures present some information that is useful for management 
decision making. 
 
In this experiment we use two different sets of staffing levels, “optimised staffing levels” and “real staffing levels”. 
The phrase “optimised staffing levels” refers to what we thought would be the staffing levels that best represent 
the effects of proactive staff behaviour that we observed during our case study data collection, i.e. we considered 
how staff allocated their time in different roles. The phrase “real staffing levels” refers to the staffing level data we 
have collected during our case study from the original weekly rota (for the experiment we use the week day 
staffing levels only). Both staffing levels are shown in the “Parameter Settings” section of Table 4 (for A&TV) and 
Table 5 (for WW). Note, that the “optimised staffing levels” include a smaller number of staff compared to the “real 
staffing levels”. 
 
It is difficult to empirically evaluate agent-based models, in particular at the macro level, because the behaviour of 
the system emerges from the interactions between the individual entities (Moss and Edmonds 2005). However, as 
we are dealing with agents embedded in a process oriented simulation model (with a queuing structure), we 
expect our simulation model macro level output to reflect the performance we have measured in the real system. 
 
As we have not collected data on shopping experience in the case study departments (which would have been 
our first choice) we have decided to use the weekly number of transactions as our key performance measure for 
assessing the accuracy of the simulation model output in comparison to the real system performance. In our 
analysis we conduct a quantitative comparison of the real system transaction data (average of four weeks) with 
the simulation model results produced by employing different simulation model settings. Then we use all the other 
output data that we are collecting from the simulation model to gain more insight into the effect that considering 
proactivity has on the simulation dynamics. In our analysis we use these for a qualitative comparison of the results 
produced by employing different simulation model settings. 
 
Our research question for this experiment can be phrased as follows: Can we get more accurate results from our 
simulation models (in particular number of transactions), now that we are modelling some proactive staff 
behaviour features directly in our simulation model, when using real staffing levels (i.e. our collected rota data)? 
 
To answer this question we have used the following experimental design: 
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• Scenario a: optimised staffing levels, proactiveness off 
• Scenario b: optimised staffing levels, proactiveness on 
• Scenario c: real staffing levels, proactiveness off 
• Scenario d: real staffing levels, proactiveness on 
 
In this context “proactiveness off” means staff is only serving customers that require their staff type, while 
“proactiveness on” means that expert staff is helping out as normal service staff and normal service staff is 
helping out at the till, however, their level of commitment is subject to the proactiveness parameter settings. We 
have conducted the experiment for both department types (A&TV and WW) and have used the default 
proactiveness parameter settings. We have not conducted a rigorous statistic analysis on the results as we only 
want to demonstrate the new features of the simulation model here. However, for the qualitative comparison we 
provide a point estimate (mean) as well as a measure of spread (standard deviation) to allow taking into account 
the variability inherent in the simulated system. 
  
The results shown in Table 4 for A&TV and Table 5 for WW (number of transaction in the real world and simulated 
scenarios and deviation of the simulation results from the real world data) allow us to assess the improvement in 
empirical validity. Here is a quick reminder of our goal. It is to achieve similar or smaller deviations from the real 
system data in scenario d (real staffing) compared to scenario a (optimised staffing). 
 
Parameter Settings
Scenario real world
Staffing real
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff} {1;10;1}
Proactive yes
Outputs Mean Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation
Transactions 1787.09 1203.43 32.66% 1387.25 22.37% 615.70 65.55% 1346.22 24.67%
a b c d
Audio & TV (outputs: means of weekly averages; deviations: relate to the real world value)
optimised
{2;6;2}
no
optimised
{2;6;2}
yes
real
{1;10;1}
no
real
{1;10;1}
yes
 
 
Table 4: Weekly number of transactions for A&TV in the real world and the simulated scenarios 
 
Parameter Settings
Scenario real world
Staffing real
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff} {2;13;1}
Proactive yes
Outputs Mean Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation
Transactions 3172.35 2931.43 7.59% 3138.00 1.08% 2004.97 36.80% 2977.20 6.15%
real
{2;13;1}
no
real
{2;13;1}
yes
optimised
{3;8;2}
no
optimised
{3;8;2}
yes
a b c d
Womenswear (outputs: means of weekly averages; deviations: relate to the real world value)
 
 
Table 5: Weekly number of transactions for WW in the real world and the simulated scenarios 
 
In the tables we can see that if we consider proactiveness in our simulation model we can improve the validity of 
the results for real staffing massively (scenario c compared to d) and get close to the results that we achieved with 
using optimised staffing (scenario a). This is true for both department types and gives us confidence that we are 
getting much better in representing the true dynamics of the real system. However, the mean transaction values 
for A&TV for scenario d (1346.22) are still significantly lower than the mean of the collected data (1787.09). This 
could be a consequence of using the wrong settings for our proactivity parameters. We will investigate this issue 
further in our second experiment. 
 
Table 6 and 7 represent the performance outputs of the simulation model produced by employing the different 
simulation model settings (scenario a-d). Table 6 presents the non-monetary and monetary performance outputs 
for the A&TV department while Table 7 represents the non-monetary and monetary performance outputs for the 
WW department. We provide the output in form of mean value and standard deviation. 
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Measure Parameter Settings
Scenario
Staffing
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff}
Proactive
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1 Overall number of customers 4086.07 9.42 4086.56 6.11 4086.37 8.47 4086.60 8.82
2 Number of customers that leave happy (purchase) 1203.43 1.53 1387.25 3.00 615.70 1.41 1346.22 4.24
3 % of customers that leave happy (purchase) 29.45% 0.08% 33.95% 0.07% 15.07% 0.04% 32.94% 0.08%
4 % of customers that leave not waiting for normal help 2.93% 0.07% 2.87% 0.07% 0.13% 0.01% 0.45% 0.02%
5 % of customers that leave not waiting for expert help 0.93% 0.02% 1.04% 0.02% 1.80% 0.03% 1.91% 0.03%
6 % of customers that leave not waiting to pay 17.12% 0.12% 12.57% 0.07% 32.68% 0.12% 14.54% 0.06%
7 % of customers left satisfied >0 (accumulated history) 79.69% 0.29% 81.80% 0.33% 74.89% 0.28% 88.28% 0.21%
8 % of customers left neutral =0 (accumulated history) 5.83% 0.06% 6.17% 0.09% 5.22% 0.10% 4.59% 0.06%
9 % of customers left unsatisfied <0 (accumulated history) 14.48% 0.28% 12.03% 0.29% 19.89% 0.25% 7.13% 0.20%
10 % of customers left satisfied >0 (experience per visit) 40.31% 0.14% 41.04% 0.13% 38.68% 0.08% 46.99% 0.13%
11 % of customers left neutral =0 (experience per visit) 44.83% 0.11% 46.91% 0.12% 40.89% 0.12% 42.47% 0.13%
12 % of customers left unsatisfied <0 (experience per vis it) 14.86% 0.09% 12.05% 0.10% 20.43% 0.09% 10.54% 0.06%
13 Average time customers spend in department (per visit) 20.72 0.03 20.84 0.03 20.54 0.03 20.68 0.03
14 Average time customers spend waiting for help (per vis it) 5.74 0.04 5.33 0.04 3.57 0.03 3.85 0.03
15 ... as % of time customers spend in help block 29.09% 0.20% 26.37% 0.14% 19.29% 0.17% 20.34% 0.15%
16 % of customers that have to wait for help 55.58% 0.48% 69.82% 0.52% 21.50% 0.30% 36.92% 0.59%
17 Average time customers spend waiting to pay (per visit) 9.20 0.02 8.57 0.01 11.13 0.01 9.01 0.01
18 ... as % of time customers spend in pay block 73.21% 0.10% 68.56% 0.06% 86.57% 0.04% 69.91% 0.03%
19 % of customers that have to wait to pay 97.63% 0.06% 97.63% 0.08% 99.45% 0.01% 99.43% 0.01%
20 Utilisation: cashiers 97.45% 0.08% 97.50% 0.10% 99.66% 0.05% 99.64% 0.07%
21 Utilisation: normal staff (excluding proactive support) 83.72% 0.22% 85.50% 0.19% 63.99% 0.20% 74.17% 0.22%
22 Utilisation: expert staff (excluding proactive support) 78.62% 0.42% 85.84% 0.39% 68.14% 0.34% 74.99% 0.32%
23 Utilisation: all staff (including proactive support) 85.44% 0.08% 87.97% 0.08% 67.31% 0.19% 76.36% 0.20%
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
24 Overall staff cost per day [£] 7680.00 0.00 7680.00 0.00 10656.00 0.00 10656.00 0.00
25 Sales turnover [£] 25778.83 712.76 29625.38 1284.20 13157.97 429.21 28683.18 1427.18
26 Sales per employee [£] 2577.88 71.28 2962.54 128.42 1096.50 35.77 2390.26 118.93
27 Sales per employee hour worked [£] 3.36 0.09 3.86 0.17 1.23 0.04 2.69 0.13
28 Net profit per employee [£] 386.68 10.69 444.38 19.26 164.47 5.37 358.54 17.84
29 Net profit per hour worked [£] 0.50 0.01 0.58 0.03 0.19 0.01 0.40 0.02
{1;10;1}
no
real
{1;10;1}
yes
Non-monetary performance measures (means of weekly averages; times provided in minutes)
Audio & TV
Monetary performance measures (means of daily averages)
a b c d
optimised
{2;6;2}
no
optimised
{2;6;2}
yes
real
 
 
Table 6: Simulation output from testing proactive staff behaviour features in A&TV 
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Measure Parameter Settings
Scenario
Staffing
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff}
Proactive
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1 Overall number of customers 6384.95 10.80 6384.60 8.57 6381.63 13.22 6384.35 9.92
2 Number of customers that leave happy (purchase) 2931.43 2.01 3138.00 3.76 2004.97 1.31 2977.20 6.76
3 % of customers that leave happy (purchase) 45.91% 0.07% 49.15% 0.06% 31.42% 0.07% 46.63% 0.09%
4 % of customers that leave not waiting for normal help 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
5 % of customers that leave not waiting for expert help 0.03% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.09% 0.01% 0.10% 0.01%
6 % of customers that leave not waiting to pay 8.02% 0.09% 4.79% 0.06% 22.45% 0.09% 7.25% 0.03%
7 % of customers left satisfied >0 (accumulated history) 96.30% 0.09% 97.20% 0.05% 86.68% 0.20% 96.41% 0.05%
8 % of customers left neutral =0 (accumulated history) 2.34% 0.04% 2.11% 0.03% 3.79% 0.07% 2.35% 0.03%
9 % of customers left unsatisfied <0 (accumulated history) 1.36% 0.07% 0.69% 0.04% 9.53% 0.16% 1.24% 0.04%
10 % of customers left satisfied >0 (experience per visit) 49.42% 0.07% 52.07% 0.07% 37.60% 0.08% 49.99% 0.09%
11 % of customers left neutral =0 (experience per visit) 44.05% 0.08% 44.03% 0.09% 44.12% 0.09% 44.11% 0.10%
12 % of customers left unsatisfied <0 (experience per visit) 6.53% 0.08% 3.90% 0.05% 18.28% 0.08% 5.90% 0.03%
13 Average time customers spend in department (per visit) 23.19 0.02 23.04 0.02 24.11 0.02 23.62 0.02
14 Average time customers spend waiting for help (per visit) 2.37 0.12 2.32 0.14 3.58 0.09 3.60 0.10
15 ... as % of time customers spend in help block 17.51% 0.88% 17.17% 1.05% 26.38% 0.66% 26.54% 0.71%
16 % of customers that have to wait for help 0.62% 0.04% 0.71% 0.05% 1.20% 0.05% 1.26% 0.06%
17 Average time customers spend waiting to pay (per visit) 6.51 0.02 6.00 0.02 8.92 0.01 7.05 0.01
18 ... as % of time customers spend in pay block 71.73% 0.08% 68.37% 0.08% 82.80% 0.05% 71.49% 0.03%
19 % of customers that have to wait to pay 95.79% 0.12% 95.67% 0.10% 98.99% 0.02% 98.94% 0.03%
20 Utilisation: cashiers 93.07% 0.06% 92.98% 0.05% 95.47% 0.04% 95.29% 0.05%
21 Utilisation: normal staff (excluding proactive support) 27.67% 0.15% 30.02% 0.11% 19.53% 0.09% 26.63% 0.12%
22 Utilisation: expert staff (excluding proactive support) 26.44% 0.61% 27.26% 0.51% 20.69% 0.27% 21.86% 0.28%
23 Utilisation: all staff (including proactive support) 42.57% 0.06% 44.13% 0.04% 29.10% 0.08% 34.91% 0.10%
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
24 Overall staff cost per day [£] 12792.00 0.00 12792.00 0.00 18816.00 0.00 18816.00 0.00
25 Sales turnover [£] 17067.31 293.01 18262.05 586.83 11681.59 163.55 17330.39 745.67
26 Sales per employee [£] 1312.87 22.54 1404.77 45.14 730.10 10.22 1083.15 46.60
27 Sales per employee hour worked [£] 1.33 0.02 1.43 0.05 0.62 0.01 0.92 0.04
28 Net profit per employee [£] 525.15 9.02 561.91 18.06 292.04 4.09 433.26 18.64
29 Net profit per hour worked [£] 0.53 0.01 0.57 0.02 0.25 0.00 0.37 0.02
{2;13;1}
no yes no yes
Non-monetary performance measures (means of weekly averages; times provided in minutes)
Womenswear
Monetary performance measures (means of daily averages)
a b c d
optimised optimised real real
{3;8;2} {3;8;2} {2;13;1}
 
 
Table 7: Simulation output from testing proactive staff behaviour features in WW 
 
There are some more interesting facts that can be observed from Table 6 and 7: 
 
• Measure 6: The bottleneck in all scenarios for both department types seems to be the tills. Serving them 
proactively has reduced the problem but not eliminated it. This might be either due to the fact that we 
have misjudged the patience level of customers (the value we use is only an informed guess) or it is 
linked to the proactivity parameters we’ve used. However, even in the real system queues can get quite 
long and it takes a while until staff responds. 
• Measure 13: The average time the customers spend in the department is neither affected by our 
consideration of proactivity nor by the different staffing levels we used. However, how they spend their 
time in the department is affected by both (see Measures 14-19). Most noteworthy is the observation that 
due to proactivity (normal service staff helping out as cashiers) in A&TV more customers have to queue 
for getting help, as normal service staff is busy at the tills and is not released immediately when required 
to help customers. However, overall the average queuing times in the help blocks are shorter when staff 
proactivity is modelled. 
• Measure 20-23: All staff in A&TV is well utilised while normal service staff and expert staff in WW is 
having an extremely low utilisation in all scenarios. Although this is not directly obvious from Measure 21 
and 22 (as these measures exclude proactive support) we can see from Measure 20 that the utilisation 
value of the cashiers has not changed and therefore the growth in overall staff utilisation (Measure 23) 
must be due to the proactive activities of normal service staff and expert staff. From our observation of the 
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real system we can say that this is not the case. All WW staff is highly utilised, but some of the jobs they 
do besides serving at the till and responding to queries from customers (e.g. tidying up or replenishing 
shelves, manning changing rooms) we have not considered in our simulation model yet. 
• Measure 29: The net profit per hour is very similar for the two department types, although different for the 
different scenarios. Unfortunately we don’t have the figures from the case study company, to test if this is 
the same for the real system. 
 
To summarise the results for this experiment we can say that by modelling proactiveness we are capturing the 
underlying mechanisms much better and therefore we do not have to tweak the staffing levels any more. 
Furthermore, our additional performance measures appear to be very useful for system analysis and support the 
analysis of cost factors for implementing different scenarios. However, in the analysis of the experiment we 
uncovered some problems with our staff utilisation capture, which we will have to investigate further. 
 
 
Experiment 2: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Our second experiment is a calibration experiment and a sensitivity analysis in one. The main goal is to create a 
new set of proactivity parameter values that allows matching the average weekly number of transactions that we 
observed during our case study period (four weeks), i.e. 1787.09 for A&TV and 3172.35 for WW. The proactivity 
parameter values we are currently using are estimates and are the same for both departments. Besides delivering 
a new set of parameter values, the experiment will uncover, which of the proactivity parameters have the biggest 
impact on the behaviour of the simulation model. 
 
Our research question for this experiment can be phrased as follows: Can we calibrate our proactiveness 
parameter to match real system performance in terms of number of transactions? 
 
As we are already close to matching the true average weekly number of transactions value for WW with our 
current set of proactivity parameter values (see Table 5) we have limited the experiment to investigate only A&TV 
proactivity parameter values. Furthermore, due to time and resource constraints we will only test a subset of all 
possible parameters and their combinations. 
 
We have developed the following strategy: For all scenarios we keep the overall number of staff members 
constant. First, we test the impact of the “critical queue length” parameter. We model an extreme case where we 
have all tills permanently manned (staffing level = {4;7;1}). This emulates a “critical queue length” of 0. Then we 
change this parameter in steps of 1 from 1 to 4, using real staffing levels. Second, we test the impact of the 
“maximum number of customers to serve as a temporary cashier” parameter. We change this parameter from 10 
to 2 in steps of 2. Third, we test the impact of the three different strategies we implemented for closing down 
additional tills. 
 
Table 8, 9 and 10 give a summary of the results of the experiment, presented in form of mean values and their 
standard deviations. We have not conducted a rigorous statistic analysis as we only want to demonstrate the new 
features here. 
 
The impact test results for the “critical queue length” parameter are shown in Table 8. This parameter has the 
biggest impact but it is very difficult to estimate. The “critical queue length” that matches the “number of 
transactions” of the real system is approximately 1.25. This matches what we have observed in the A&TV 
department. Queues are kept very short and often customers are served directly at the till by the same person 
that has given the advice before (i.e. they don’t have to queue). Therefore a “critical queue length” of 1.25 seems 
to be a plausible result. We also tested the impact of this parameter for WW where the “critical queue length” that 
matches the “number of transaction” of the real system is approximately 2.41. 
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Parameter Settings
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff}
Proactive
Critical queue length
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Number of customers that leave happy (purchase) 1875.47 5.16 1833.18 6.99 1627.22 3.77 1348.48 2.85 1161.97 3.16
% of customers that leave happy (purchase) 45.87% 0.15% 44.84% 0.17% 39.85% 0.07% 32.99% 0.09% 28.42% 0.08%
% of customers that leave not waiting for normal help 2.35% 0.04% 1.08% 0.05% 0.75% 0.03% 0.46% 0.02% 0.32% 0.02%
% of customers that leave not waiting for expert help 1.86% 0.04% 1.95% 0.03% 1.92% 0.03% 1.89% 0.04% 1.88% 0.03%
% of customers that leave not waiting to pay 0.43% 0.03% 2.27% 0.05% 7.40% 0.09% 14.56% 0.05% 19.23% 0.10%
{1;10;1}
yes
4
Audio & TV (outputs: means of weekly averages)
{1;10;1}
yes
2
{1;10;1}
yes
3
{4;7;1}
no
-
{1;10;1}
yes
1
 
 
Table 8: Results from testing different “critical queue length” settings in A&TV 
 
The impact test results for the “maximum number of customers to serve as a temporary cashier” parameter are 
shown in Table 9. For this test we have to use stop strategy 1: close down till opened by a normal service staff 
member after the “maximum number of customers to serve as a temporary cashier” have been served. We can 
see that with a decrease in the parameter value the number of customers that buy something is falling. When the 
parameter value is getting smaller (i.e. a temporary cashier serves less people in one go) it is becoming more 
likely that normal service staff that served as temporary cashier has to provide normal help before helping out 
again as a temporary cashier. Therefore, while the number of customers that leave not waiting to pay increases 
the number of customers that leave not waiting for normal service staff advice decreases. However, the impact is 
very small. We also tested the impact of this parameter for a “critical queue length” value of 2 and 1. We found 
that the smaller the “critical queue length” value the smaller the impact of the “maximum number of customers to 
serve as a temporary cashier” parameter on the “number of transactions”. 
 
Parameter Settings
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff}
Proactive
Max. number of customers to serve as a temp. cashier
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Number of customers that leave happy (purchase) 1502.98 5.30 1481.27 4.83 1451.80 0.97 1406.80 2.24 1336.83 2.93
% of customers that leave happy (purchase) 36.77% 0.09% 36.19% 0.12% 35.48% 0.08% 34.40% 0.12% 32.72% 0.09%
% of customers that leave not waiting for normal help 0.61% 0.03% 0.60% 0.03% 0.55% 0.02% 0.48% 0.03% 0.44% 0.03%
% of customers that leave not waiting for expert help 1.92% 0.02% 1.94% 0.04% 1.91% 0.06% 1.90% 0.04% 1.91% 0.02%
% of customers that leave not waiting to pay 10.63% 0.08% 11.09% 0.09% 11.91% 0.08% 13.01% 0.09% 14.78% 0.07%
{1;10;1}
yes
6
Audio & TV (outputs: means of weekly averages)
{1;10;1}
yes
10
{1;10;1}
yes
8
{1;10;1}
yes
4
{1;10;1}
yes
2
 
 
Table 9: Results from testing different “max. number of customers served as temp. cashier” settings in A&TV  
 
The impact test results for the “stop strategy” parameter are shown in Table 10. There are three different ways to 
determine when to close a temporary till: (1) after serving x people, where x is the maximum number of customers 
to be served by an individual temporary cashier in a row; (2) after queue length has been reduced below a critical 
value (critical queue length); (3) if either 1 or 2 is true. The table shows that stop strategy 1 results in the biggest 
turnover. Furthermore, it can be observed that stop strategy 2 and 3 produce nearly the same values for all 
performance measures listed. However, we also tested the impact of this parameter for a “critical queue length” 
value of 2 and 1 and found that this was just coincidence. In addition the test showed that the smaller the “critical 
queue length” value the smaller the impact of the “stop strategy” parameter on the “number of transactions”. At a 
“critical queue length” of 1 there was no significant difference between values any more. 
 
Parameter Settings
Number of {cashiers; normal staff; expert staff}
Proactive
Stop strategy
Outputs Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Number of customers that leave happy (purchase) 1502.98 5.30 1350.17 3.08 1348.48 2.85
% of customers that leave happy (purchase) 36.77% 0.09% 33.00% 0.07% 32.99% 0.09%
% of customers that leave not waiting for normal help 0.61% 0.03% 0.48% 0.03% 0.46% 0.02%
% of customers that leave not waiting for expert help 1.92% 0.02% 1.90% 0.05% 1.89% 0.04%
% of customers that leave not waiting to pay 10.63% 0.08% 14.45% 0.06% 14.56% 0.05%
Audio & TV (outputs: means of weekly averages)
yes
3
yes
1
{1;10;1}
yes
2
{1;10;1} {1;10;1}
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Table 10: Results from testing different “stop strategy” settings in A&TV 
 
In summary we can say that the fact that the proactivity parameters are all somehow related to each other makes 
it a very difficult task to determine their values with confidence. Getting the “number of transactions” right does not 
mean that the individual parameters are right, this normally requires some insider knowledge. Also the variability 
and randomness in which proactive behaviour appears in the real system is very difficult to capture through 
simple rules and parameters. From the proactivity parameters tested we have identified the parameter “critical 
queue length” as having the biggest impact on simulation model output. More tests and observations are needed 
for developing a more reliable set of proactivity rules and parameter values. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have investigated how different levels of staff proactiveness impact on the performance output of 
our department store simulation model. This investigation was possible as we used a new modelling approach - a 
combined DES/ABS approach. The system flow (in our case queues) is modelled using a DES queuing model 
and the staff and customers are modelled using the agent paradigm. This paradigm allows considering autonomy 
and proactiveness, two attributes vital for more realistic modelling of human centric complex adaptive systems. 
 
Overall, our experiments have shown that proactive behaviour is a very important component for modelling the 
true dynamics that are inherent in people centric retail system such as department stores. Since we implemented 
proactive staff behaviour (in the form of proactive till manning) simulation results have been much closer to what 
we observed in the real system with regards to system dynamics and system performance. 
 
However, the utilisation result for WW from Experiment 1 revealed that we are still not capturing all the relevant 
(high impact) system dynamics. More work is needed to identify the additional tasks that need to be considered. If 
these tasks are not directly relevant to our investigation we only need to know the amount of time staff is typically 
spends on them. Then we can model them as a collective task that either can be interrupted (proactively after a 
short period of contemplating or directed by a section manager) or which cannot be interrupted (working in the 
back sorting or ordering stock). It is important to consider these tasks as otherwise we will get inaccurate 
utilisation values and staff would be always available to help out proactively, which as we can see in WW gives 
the wrong impression. 
 
From Experiment 2, we can learn that the adjustment of proactivity parameters and rules is possible, but difficult. 
In some regards, this is not different from other systems with many variables; however, there is added difficulty 
due to the relatively high correlation of these measures. We have shown that careful manipulation of these 
parameters allows us to calibrate the system further. However, our experiments also reveal a shortcoming in our 
approach. The way we have implemented proactivity does not yet fully cover the variability that occurs in real life. 
For instance, not all sales staff will respond equally to the same “critical queue length”, some will have more and 
others less tolerance to letting customers wait. A potential future area of work is to try and make these measures 
more robust by coupling them to the staff agents’ attributes. 
 
Overall, our new performance measures turned out to be very useful for an analysis of the system: on the one 
hand to gain better insight into the dynamics of the system (utilisation measures) and on the other hand for 
optimising the system (utilisation and productivity / profitability measures). 
 
In the future, we are interested in exploring other ways of implementing the agent decision making process. It has 
been argued that modelling the autonomous internal decision making logic of customers is a crucial element for 
simulation models of consumer behaviour (Jager 2007). It would be interesting to compare such an approach to 
the probabilistic one we have currently in place, in particular as we have not found any such study in the literature. 
Furthermore, it still needs to be tested how our simulation models prove themselves in practice. As yet they have 
not been applied in a real case of decision making by the participating case study organisation. Once we have 
passed this milestone the true value of our efforts can be evaluated. If the proposed strategic changes will be 
implemented in the real system it would be possible to validate the implemented solution against the model 
results.  
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In conclusion, we can say that our choice of using a combined DES/ABS approach for modelling the impact of 
people management practices has been a good choice as we were able to improve the accuracy of system 
representation. Moreover, the resultant systems take the best from both worlds and relatively compact simulation 
models allow for realistic scenario analysis. Finally, we can suggest to practitioners with a clear conscience that 
when modelling service systems with a high proportion of human interaction the extra work of adding proactivity to 
the simulation model is worth the effort, i.e. it does produce a significant improvement of the simulation output 
accuracy that justifies the extra costs for data collection and modelling. 
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